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The international gravity waves scientific community has presented the SAGITTARIUS mission
in parallel to NASA and ESA during this year 1993. This mission has as main goals the first direct
detection of gravitational waves from galactic binary stars and the opening of the Low Frequency
(LF) gravitational wave window on the universe. The SAGITTARIUS mission will be formed
by six spacecraft, located in a circular earth orbit at an altitude of 600 000 km and linked by laser
beams. A laser tracking signal will be generated in each of the respective end spacecraft where
will he actively transponded back to the central spacecraft. This system will operate as an
interferometer detecting any gravity wave passing through the spacecraft configuration. Each of
the spacecraft will contain an accelerometer and will be equipped with the FEEP thrusters, the
only propulsion system capable to operate in the range 1lpN-25pN. The thrusters will be driven
by output from the accelerometers to provide a drag free system. This paper will describe the
SAGITTARIUS mission concept and the FEEP reaction and attitude control system as it will be
designed for each of the spacecraft involved in the mission.

Introduction Frequecy gravitational wave window will be the main goals of
this mission.

Almost everything we know about the universe comes from This mission concept borrows from previous studies of amore
electromagnetic wave astronomy, from analysing the waves ambitious mission 1, but seeks to use technology that would be
created by accelerated electrical charges. With a new form of more readily accessible at the present time.
signal, a completely new image of the universe might emerge. Six spacecraft located in a circular earth orbit at an altitude of
A signal created by coherent and violent acceleration of huge 600 000 km and linked by laser beams will form the detection
amounts of mass, a gravity wave, would open a new window system of SAGITTARIUS.
on the universe. This kind of wave has already been predicted
by Einstein in the general relativity but up to now has not been In this "Gravity Wave Mission" which involve several space-
detected. craft linked by laser beams, a great importance has been given
JPL and European scientists are currently working on the to the concept of ultrafine position keeping.
SAGITTARIUS (Space-borne Astronomical Gravitational- This kind of missions require thrusts in the range 0.5-100 pN,
wave Interferometer to Test Aspects of Relativity and Inves- which can only be fulfilled by the FEEP system.
tigate Unknown Sources) mission which has been presented to Because of this unique capability, the FEEP system has been
NASA and ESA (to the next medium-sized scientific mission conceived as the baseline reaction and attitude control system
programme, called M3, of the European Agency) in parallel by the SAGITTARIUS mission team.
during this year. The first direct detection of gravitational ESTEC (Holland), SEP (France), CENTROSPAZIO (Italy)
waves from galactic binary stars and the opening of the Low and BRADFORD (Holland) are in charge of the microthrust

FEEP system current testing and development.
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scribed gravity as a curvature of space-time. When the curva-
ture is weak, it produces Newtonian gravity. But strong curva-
ture behaves in a very different, non-linear fashion. Fast
variations of the curvature in time should produce ripples in
space-time that propagate outat the speed of light and carry the
information about the underlying cosmic events. Therefore the "-"--
first detection of such waves will verify the predictions of -
generalrelativity. Furthermorethe viewof the universe through
these waves will be new and qualitatively different from the
universe seen through the eyes of conventional astronomy.
Until 1930's optical frequency electromagnetic waves (visible
light) were the only tool for studying the distant universe. The
electromagnetic view of the universe was dramatically en-
hanced by the advent of radio astronomy; further advances
were triggered by the opening of infrared, X-ray and gamma-
ray windows. Although each form of electromagnetic energy
gives a distinct view of the universe, gravitational waves carry Fig. 2 Schematic of the SAGITTARIUS Spacecraft (lateral view)
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Fig. 1 SAGITTARIUS Mission Concept Fig. 3 Schematic of the SAGITTARIUS Spacecraft (top view)

a different kind of energy altogether, and thus a new kind of spacecraft will be placed at each of the three points 60 deg
information about their sources, apart, forming an equilateral triangle inscribed on the circular
The main objective of the SAGITTARIUS mission is to detect orbit. At each point, the two spacecraft track each other with
gravitational waves from the binary stars and open the low lasers, the combination of the two signals allowing the phase
frequency gravitational wave window on the universe. In of two lasers to be effectively locked together. Each of the two
order to achieve these goals, a laser interferometric gravita- spacecraft tracks a spacecraft at each of the other two equilat-
tional wave detector will be placed in space, eral points (see Fig. 1)2.
The effect of a gravitational wave passing through a system of The passage of a gravitational wave through the system will
free test masses is to create a strain in space that changes affect the times of flight differently in the two tracking direc-
distances between the masses. Laser interferometers measure tions and will be detected as a residual perturbation in the
the length difference between two non parallel interferometer differentiated tracking signal. The total of six spacecraft thus
arms. Ground-based detectors with arm lengths of several form two independent interferometers and one redundant
kilometres will be sensitive to frequencies above a few Hz due interferometer. Therefore the existence of six spacecraft per-
to the unshieldable background of Newtonian gravity. Only mits a graceful degradation of the scientific goals of the
space borne detectors like the SAGITTARIUS mission can experiment in the event of the failure of up to two complete
open the low frequency window, 104 to 1 Hz. This frequency spacecraft.
range contains the only type of sources of gravitational waves A schematic of the spacecraft is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
that is both theoretically well understood and observationally The heart of the spacecraft is a cylindrical, hatbox-shaped,
known to exist in our neighbourhood: the galactic close binary central box formed of carbon-carbon for strength, lightweight,
stars. Other sources like neutron stars binaries, black holes high thermal capacity, high thermal conductivity, and low
binaries, coalescing supermassive black hole binaries are also thermal expansion. The 1.5 m2 of Gallium Arsenide solar cells
within the sensitivity of the SAGITTARIUS mission, that fill the solar array cylinders will provide ll0W of total
In the SAGITTARIUS mission, six spacecraft are launched power at all times. The central box contains the optical bench,
into a circular earth orbit at an altitude of 600 000 km Two main optics filter, payload electronics, spacecraft electronics,
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laser assembly and star tracker. Spacecraft Communications
Systems consist of a transmitter radiating 300 mW of power in
Ka -band through four phased low gain antennas located at a *.- /
point 30 deg away from the laser main beam. The mass of the ... r
entire spacecraft with propellant and payload is about 230 Kg. naNi /*"*

Each spacecraft contains an accelerometer and is equipped
with low thrust FEEP systems firing in continuous mode. The
thrusters will be driven by output from the accelerometers to
provide an Acceleration Noise Compensation Hybrid Ob-
server Controller (ANCHOR) system that will anchor the
spacecraft to inertial space with residual acceleration noise
less than A=3xl0 -15 m s-2 Hz- 112 and residual noise less than - ,-
5 pm Hz- 1/2. This accelerometer is based on the GRADIO
accelerometer developed by ONERA (France) for use on the
ARISTOTELES mission.
A 320 g copper-iridium rectangular proof mass with dimen- Fig. 5 SAGTTARIUS Optical System

sions lx4x 4 cm floats freely within a housing with 301m
clearance on each side. A thin gold wire 5 pm in diameter and trajectory that reaches the Earth-Sun weak stability boundary
2 cm long is attached to the proof mass in order to maintain a (WSB) 3 . From this point, trajectories to all perigees look
zero net charge on the mass itself and to apply a 105 Hz AC nearly identical. While near the weak stability boundary, the
signal to it. satellites will separate from the upper stage of the Delta and
The position of the proof mass is sensed by detecting the 105 will be phased to transfer to their proper points in earth orbit.
Hz on 12 capacitor plates embedded inside the housing. A small AV at this point will allow the spacecraft to move onto
Orientation control for the proof mass is provided by DC a retrograde orbit near the ecliptic plane. Here a modest AV
voltage applied to opposite sets of capacitor plates, will circularize the orbits.
Fig. 4 shows a sketch of the GRADIO accelerometer.

The Field Emission Electric Propulsion System

In the FEEP system, ions are created directly from the surface
-XBMOE M of a liquid metal exposed to vacuum, by means of a strong

electric field resulting from suitable voltage applied to an
emitting unit, and to an accelerating electrode.

When the surface of a liquid metal is subjected to a strong
Selectric field, it distorts itself into a series of cusps that protrude

Sc n more and more from the surface plane: the radius of curvature
Sof the cusp tips become smaller and smaller thus increasing the

value of local electric field. When the field reaches values of
the order of 1010 V/m, the atoms of the metal tip spontaneously

m V aIMr aonum AT ionize and are accelerated away by the same electric field that
has created them4 5.

Lmw U cramane Caesium, whose melting point is about 29'C, has been chosen
as propellant because of its low work function, high atomic

vA ** *. n.A . mass and good properties of wetting on steel surfaces.

The basic FEEP system (Fig. 6) comprises:
Fig. 4 The GRADIO Accelerometer Concept (courtesy Onera-F)

- a single solid emitter/accelerator system or a cluster of them
The laser used will be a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser in a ring - a Cs propellant storage and feed system
configuration producing 1W of single frequency, single mode - a power conditioning and control unit
light at 1064 nm. The laser will be mounted off the optical - a neutralizer.
bench. The light will be transmitted to the optical bench by a
single mode optical fibre. The whole laser system, including The emitter, where the ions are created (kept at positive
the fibre, willbeduplicatedforredundancyon each spacecraft, voltage) and the accelerator (kept at negative voltage) are the
The optical system for the primary signal read-out is shown in main elements of the thruster (see Fig.7).6

Fig. 5.
All six SAGITTARIUS spacecraft are planned to be launched The emitter consists of two highly polished metallic plates of
together on a single Delta II 7925 launch vehicle into a the shape depicted in Fig.8. On acertain region of one of the
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B are the divergence angles 7.
EUTRALIZER The main parameters in the design of a FEEP thruster are the

heightof the slit and the width of the blades; the latter is limited
| only by machining problems, since the inner surfaces and the

slit tips require very precise surface finishing. The value of the
gap between the emitter and the accelerator electrode (in order

TANK . THRUSTER of Imm), as well as the details of the shape of the accelerator
window, have a second order effect upon the thruster perform-
ance that must also be taken in consideration. Ata total applied
voltage of several kV, specific impulse is in the range of 6000s,

Sand may be easily adjusted to the user needs by varying the
P.C.u. voltage. Specific power is in the range of 60W/mN; this fairly

high value presents off course no problem when the thrust level
.~" involved is in the order of micro-newtons. Emission rise time

Fig. 6 Schematic of FEEP System

inner surfaces several thin dots of Nickel (I1 pm) are depos- c

ited by sputtering. When the two halves are tightly clamped
together, they are separated by the thickness of the deposit thus
forming a narrow slit through which the liquid metal can flow
and be transported to the edges under the action of capillary
forces. The accelerator is a stainless steel plate, placed in front
of the emitter, the ion beam is extracted through an elongated
slit, in front of the emitter blades.
The thrust produced by the FEEP system is given by:

F= 1.67 103 Ie (Ve) 1 2 sinA/A sinB/B (1) "

where le and Ve are the emitter current and voltage and A and Fig. 7 The FEEP Thruster Concept

Metallic Plates of FEEP Solid Emitter
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FEEP Sohd Emitter

Fig. 8 Microthrust FEEP Emitters
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ranges from 10 to 30 ms, depending upon the ion current; the
minimum impulse bit may be smaller than 10-8 Ns.
The neutralizer will supply the electrons needed to neutralize
the ion beam created in the edge of the emitter/accelerator

o simple maximumassembly. translation translation
Low current and power neutralizer concepts are being studied
by CENTROSPAZIO and SEP: hollow cathodes and field
emission electron sources are being evaluated.
The present feeding system concept is composed by a
Cs2Cr04 tank which is heated to650"C to extract the Cs (gas);
a capillary tube delivers the Cs in liquid form to the emitter.
Because of the thermal and operational constrains of the simle maximum

rotation rotation
SAGITTARIUS mission, a new feeding system is being con-
sider as part of the activities carried out by CENTROSPAZIO
and SEP under ESTEC contract. This possible feeding system
consists of a shaped reservoir, directly connected to the emitter
blades, requiring no external force to drive the propellant to the Fig.9 FEEP Clusters Operation on SAGITTARIUS
slit. As the amount of propellant required is only a few grams,
it seems possible to manufacture a self-contained, integral The expected lifetime in space has not been determined,
reservoir unit, thus eliminating the feeding system thermal however a systematic attempt will be made to determine the
conditioning control and reducing the interface with the space- lifetime at the ESTEC Electric Propulsion Test Laboratory. An
craft to the electrical connections only 8. endurance test of one year will take place at ESTEC. Non

optimal tests demonstrate that laboratory lifetime are in excess
The Power Conditioning and Control Unit (PCU) will provide of one month in continuous operation and at least 106 firings
the adequate voltage and current levels to the different subsys- in pulsed mode.
tems of the FEEP thruster and will act as interface with the
spacecraft power and data buses. CENTROSPAZIO and Major failure modes, in the past, have been clogging of the
BRADFORD Engineering, under ESA contract, are in charge Caesium feed by CsOH, produced by the interaction of Cae-
of the design, manufacture and testing of a FEEP dedicated sium with residual water vapour in the vacuum facilities, and
PCU. sparking damage to the knife edge of the emitter when the

FEEP is run at high voltage and currents.
Water vapour will not be a problem in high orbit and the lower

Operation and Benefits of FEEP on SAGITTARIUS currents used for the low-thrust operation required forSAGIT-
TARIUS should greatly reduce the chance for sparking dam-

The FEEP system will be in charge of the attitude, reaction and age.
orbital manoeuvre control of each spacecraft involved in the In order to achieve a FEEP system capable to fulfil all the
SAGITTARIUS mission. As may be seen in Fig. 9, the FEEP SAGITTARIUS requirements, ESA activities on FEEP have
thrusters are arranged in four clusters of four, each cluster been reoriented from the millinewton towards the micronewton
pointing directly away from the centre of mass of the space- range, and a microthrust FEEP system will be available in the
craft Each thruster is angled away at 45 deg. Firing two near future.
opposite thrusters in a single cluster provides a pure transla-
tion; firing two opposite thrusters in opposite clusters provides The main advantages of the FEEP system for the SAGITTA-
a pure rotation. For minimum translation thrust, two thrusters RIUS mission are the following:
alone suffice. For maximum thrust, as would be required for
the AV manoeuvres, up to six thrusters could be fired giving a - The solar radiation pressure expected on the SAGITTA-
maximum thrust of 6T sin45 deg, or 100 pN for T=25 pN. RIUS mission spacecraft is of the order of IpN-100pN. The
A continuous firing mode operation of the FEEP systems is FEEP thruster is the only system capable to offer this kind
envisaged in this mission. of thrust level to counteract this disturbance with enough

accuracy. Fig. 10 shows the FEEP thrust controllability
The mass estimated for all four FEEP clusters is 12 Kg, over the range 0.1 pN to 25 pN 2
including electronics and harness. - The exhaust velocity of the ions in the FEEP thruster,
The power required is 10 W for normal drag-free operation. -60000m/s, allows greatmass savings with respecttoother
When six thrusters are operated in maximum mode for the AV propulsion systems. The total fuel needed to perform the
manoeuvres, the power requirement increases to 40 watts over mentioned operation is of the order of 6 gr per thruster.
the 10-20 minutes of the manoeuvre 2. - The disturbances due to the propellant sloshing, tidal mo-

tion of the gravity centre of the propellant under the com-
The thruster have been extensively tested for reliability and bined Earth-Moon attraction that affect the self gravity
reproducibility of thrust levels at ESTEC, SEP and CENTRO- conditions onboard, will be avoided with a FEEP system
SPAZIO in both pulsed and continuous proportional because it will use an insignificant amount of propellant in
modes9+13 . a compact reservoir.
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FEEP activities have been reoriented towards the development
NC of a microthrust level system, in order to reach as soon as

- .. -/.- possible the flight qualification level.
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Fig. 10 FEEP Performance at Microthrust Level

Conclusions

The SAGITTARIUS mission has been proposed to ESA and
NASA in parallel in 1993.

In this mission, six spacecraft will be launched into circular
earth orbit at an altitude of 600000 km, forming two independ-
ent interferometers (redundant system) capable to detect gravi-
tational waves.

Urgent technology development are needed for the enhance-
ment of the mission in the following areas:

- Accelerometer. Toreach the 10-15 ms-2 Hz-11 2 sensitivity
level some ideas have been identified and must be proven
as the next step.
Improvement of the performance of the detection elec-
tronics, incrementof the proof mass size and development
of a charge control mechanism are some of these ideas.

- FEEP. A lifetime test will be performed in the near future
in the ESTEC Electric Propulsion Test Laboratory.
Development of a dedicated feeding system and neutral-
izer must be pursued together with a laboratory demon-
stration of the power regulation and distribution unit.

- Optics. The phase detection of the weak laser signal
relative to the reference signal and the extraction of point-
ing information from output of the quadrant photodiode
must be demonstrated in laboratory tests.

Each spacecraft of the SAGITTARIUS mission will make use
of one accelerometer and several FEEP thrusters as main
components of the reaction and attitude control system. The
unique capability of the FEEP system to achieve thrusts in the
range 1pN+l100N has been pointed out by the SAGITTA-
RIUS mission team as a main reason for the final choice of this
electric propulsion system.
The SAGITTARIUS mission provides a unique opportunity
for FEEP to be employed for first time in an application that
can not be covered by any other technology. Therefore the
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